BIG SOLUTIONS, START TO FINISH
WITH MIDLAND ARCHITECTURAL DOORS
First impressions are everything. When you buy a Midland
Architectural Door you’re not purchasing a run-of-the-mill door;
you’re investing in show-stopping modern aesthetics that last.
Whether it’s a door to make your neighbors jealous, storefront
curb appeal that wows your customers, or an office divider that
impresses clients and employees, we’ll work alongside you and
the builders and architects to turn your vision into reality.
We build each door Midwest tough, so it can handle the elements
outside or the hustle and bustle inside. And we deliver and install
our Architectural Doors on time, every time. There’s no one that
offers customer service quite like us.
A first impression is a lasting impression. Ensure it’s a
good one with Midland Architectural Doors.

FROM CONCEPT TO INSTALLATION, AND LIFE-LONG SERVICE, MIDLAND OPENS DOORS.

MIDLAND ARCHITECTURAL DOORS
Aesthetics: Available in bi-fold and hydraulic lift styles with nearly

Functional: Modern aesthetics. Functional purpose. Eye-catching

Durability: All-steel construction, a robust electric or hydraulic

Safety: Optional safety switches stop the door if anything interferes

any finish and in virtually any size and color to reflect your desired
style. The operating system is mounted and concealed in the door’s
headers while the lifting mechanisms are hidden behind the door’s
uprights, resulting in clean lines and enhanced headroom.

system and engineering to meet deflection requirements provide
extreme durability in any environment on an internal or external wall.

design. Provides shade when open to keep restaurant and bar patrons
cool, divides interior spaces into multiple meeting rooms, and enhances
traffic flow in and out of buildings by opening up an entire wall.

during opening or closing, and our exclusive 5-to-1 safety factor
ensures the door’s load-carrying capacities exceed the actual load.

Bi-Fold with Glass

Powerful Hydraulic Door

Customizable

Compact Operating System
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